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Evolution of geometric and electronic structure in ultrathin In films on Cu „001…

T. Nakagawa, S. Mitsushima, H. Okuyama, M. Nishijima, and T. Aruga*
Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan
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We have studied the initial growth and the evolution of the atomic and electronic structure of ultrathin In
films on Cu~001! at 110–300 K by scanning-tunneling microscopy, low-energy electron diffraction, Auger-
electron spectroscopy, work-function measurement, and angle-resolved ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy.
While the deposition at 110–200 K results in the In adsorption on Cu~001! terraces, In atoms deposited at 300
K are initially incorporated into the topmost layer of the substrate. At coverages between 0.26 and 0.35 ML
(1 ML51.5331015 cm22), surface dealloying occurs and In atoms form an overlayer on top of the Cu~001!
terrace. A variety of phases, including seven long-range-ordered ones, are formed depending on the deposition
temperature~110–300 K! and the In coverage~0–1 ML!. When In is deposited at 110–200 K, the surface
shows two superstructures, which are metastable and transform irreversibly to other phases upon annealing.
When In is deposited onto Cu~001! at 300 K, the surface exhibits three distinct superstructures different from
those obtained at 110–200 K, and two of them undergo reversible phase transitions upon the temperature
increase. For In deposition at 300 K, a surface resonance band is observed, whose intensity is highest around
the completion of a monolayer, indicating that the resonance has a large amplitude at the In-Cu interface.
Coverage-dependent photoemission data show that the resonance splits off from the Cu 4sp band at;0.3 ML
and shows a nearly free electron like dispersion similar to that of the Cu 4sp band. A similar interface
resonance state is observed for the surface grown at 110 K, while the dispersion is modulated due to the
unmatched interface structure. The mechanism of formation of the surface resonance and its relevance to the
evolution of the geometric structure is discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.085402 PACS number~s!: 73.20.At, 68.35.Bs, 71.45.Lr
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic surface states in ultrathin metal films
metal substrates and their induced properties have bee
tracting increasing attention in recent years.1 In particular,
the discovery of the surface charge-density-wave~CDW!
states on metals2,3 indicated the possibility that metal su
faces serve as a new field of the physics of low-dimensio
materials. On surfaces, the scanning-probe microscopies
vide local information of CDWs and associated lattice d
tortions, which is usually inaccessible for bulk materials. T
interplay of the surface electronic states~surface resonances!
with the bulk electronic states of metal substrates wo
cause substantial differences with the cases of bulk mate
and semiconductor surfaces. We reported that the Fermi
face nesting for an adsorbate-induced surface-reson
band drives an order-order structural phase transition in
In monolayer on Cu~001!.2 In the present paper we give
comprehensive account of the initial growth process of In
Cu~001! in both atomic and electronic aspects.

In, with a 4d105s25p1 valence configuration, has a low
melting temperature,Tm5430 K, indicating a relatively low
cohesive energy, and a face-centered tetragonal struc
with a5b54.59 Å andc54.95 Å,4 which can be regarded
as a deformed fcc structure. The large lattice misma
(;30%) between Cu~3.62 Å! and In plays a role in the
initial growth as well as in the formation of ordered phas
as discussed below. There is also a large surface energy
ference between Cu (2.0 J m22) and In (0.7 J m22),5 which
may suggest that deposited In wets the Cu surface rather
forming 3D islands. Cu and In are known to be miscible
the bulk, and have some alloy phases.6
0163-1829/2002/66~8!/085402~18!/$20.00 66 0854
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During the last decade, intensive studies with scann
tunneling microscopy~STM! have revised the studies o
thin-film growth. In particular, the alloy formation at initia
growth stages is proven for many metal-on-me
systems.7–12 It will be shown below that in the present cas
the deposited In atoms initially substitute with Cu atoms
the topmost layer but, with increasing coverage, dealloy
transition occurs which results in an In overlayer on top
the Cu terrace. At higher coverages, a variety of phases
formed according to coverage and temperature, which
accessed by STM and low-energy electron diffracti
~LEED!. From the electronic side, the evolution of two
dimensional surface electronic structures on metal surfa
remains unclear in most systems. Angle-resolved ultravio
photoelectron spectroscopy~ARUPS! probes the two-
dimensional band structure of the surfaces, and has been
plied extensively to the study of, for instance, semiconduc
surfaces. For metal-on-metal systems, several exten
works have been done for the alkali-metal adsorption
metal surfaces,13–17 which in the present context is consid
ered to be a prototypical system for the modified metal s
faces. In contrast to semiconductor surfaces, however,
complexity of substrate bands near the Fermi level and
hybridization of adsorbate and substrate bands which res
in broad resonance states tends to make the interpretatio
the data ambiguous. Thus a lot of aspects are still left
known about how the surface electronic states evolve in
formation of metal-metal interfaces, which is desirable to
a clue for the search of new surface materials with no
properties.

This paper is constructed as follows. After the experime
tal details are described in Sec. II, the results of AES, LEE
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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work-function measurement, STM, and ARUPS for the
growth at 110, 200, and 300 K are shown in Sec. III A. T
initial In deposition at 110 K results in isolated In adatom
scattered on the surface due to the limited mobility. At 2
K, In adatoms form two-dimensional islands. At 300 K, in
tial In deposition leads to the incorporation of In atoms in
the topmost layer. Upon further In deposition, a dealloy
transition occurs which leads to an In overlayer on top of
Cu surface. In Sec. III B, we summarize a variety of pha
observed by LEED and STM as a function of temperat
and coverage. In Sec. III C, we describe the ARUPS res
for the evolution of electronic surface resonance on
Cu~001!. At 300 K, the In-induced resonance appears at
coverage corresponding to the dealloying transition a
shows significant dispersion even in the disordered phas
low coverages. The dispersion of the surface resonance
mimics the edge of the projected Cu bulk bands. On
other hand, the resonance band observed at 110 K sho
different dispersion. In Sec. IV, we discuss on the growth
In on Cu~001!. After the absolute coverage calibration for
is given based on the compilation of different experimen
data, the phase diagram for the In/Cu~001! system is de-
duced. The detailed account is given for the alloyin
dealloying transition observed in submonolayer coverag
The nature of the electronic surface resonance is discuss
terms of the bond formation at the Cu-In interface.

II. EXPERIMENT

STM and ARUPS experiments were performed in diffe
ent chambers. The operating pressures were 5310211 and
1310210 Torr in the STM and ARUPS chambers, respe
tively. Both chambers are equipped with LEED optics, wh
were used also as retarding field analyzers for AES, and
sputtering facilities. A variable-temperature STM~Oxford In-
struments! was used to obtain images at sample temperat
from 100 to 450 K. All the STM images shown below we
taken in the constant-current~topographic! mode. For wide
scan STM images, bias voltages between 300 and 500
and tunneling currents between 1 and 2 nA, correspondin
the tunneling gap resistance of 100–500 MV, were used.
For high-resolution images, the gap resistance was decre
to 0.2–5 MV so that the tip-surface distance gets clos
The ARUPS experiments were done with ARUPS10~VG
Microtech!. Unpolarized He I and He II radiation were use
The energy resolution of the analyzer was set at 60 meV
the angle of acceptance at 1.0°. The systematic error in
determination of peak positions was estimated to
,5 meV. The In 4d core-level photoelectron spectra we
measured by using He II, with the light incidence normal
the surface and the emission angle of 45°. The work func
was determined from the width of photoelectron spectra w
the sample biased at26.30 V. The experimental error in th
work-function measurement was within 20 meV.

The Cu~001! crystals were mechanically and electr
chemically polished and then cleaned in ultrahigh vacuum
repeated cycles of Ar ion sputtering and annealing at 70
770 K. The cleanness of the samples was checked by A
the LEED observation of the sharp patterns of the clean
08540
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In-covered surfaces, the ARUPS observation of the Cu~001!
surface states atM̄ ~Refs. 18–21! and X̄,22 and the STM
observation of no impurities. In was evaporated fro
Knudsen-cell-type alumina crucibles that were carefully o
gassed before the use. The In coverage was monitored b
work-function measurement and AES. To specify the amo
of deposited In, the In deposition time,t In , and the coverage
Q In , are used below, where 1 ML is defined as the num
density of Cu atoms on the~001! surface. As discussed in
Sec. IV A, the In uptake rate was determined to be 0.0
60.001 ML/min based on the direct counting of the numb
of In adatoms per unit area.

III. RESULTS

A. Initial growth

1. AES

In this section, we show the experimental results relev
to the initial growth mechanism of In on Cu~001!. Let us
begin with the AES uptake curve.

Figure 1 shows the variation of the CuMVV ~60 eV! AES
intensity as a function of the In deposition time,t In , where
the sample was maintained at 110 and 310 K during
deposition. For the deposition at 310 K, the variation of
LMM ~402 eV! is also shown.~For 110 K, In AES was not
measured in order to avoid contamination.!

FIG. 1. CuMVV AES intensity as a function of In depositio
time, t In , for deposition at 110 and 310 K. InLMM AES intensity
is also shown for deposition at 310 K. Note that the data for 110
are shifted upward. The coverage regions where LEED patterns
observed are also indicated.
2-2
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For the deposition at 310 K, simultaneous breaks are
served for both the Cu and In curves att In520 min (Q In
50.50 ML), and less significant ones aroundt In
540 min (Q In51.0 ML). The first break points occu
when the Cu signal is attenuated to 0.54 of the initial val
The second ones correspond to the Cu signal attenuatio
a factor of 0.30 (;0.542). This appears to be consistent wi
the layer-by-layer growth of In on top of Cu~001!.

The behavior of the Cu AES intensity at 110 K is qua
tatively similar to that taken at 300 K as shown in Fig.
This indicates that the 3D island growth of In is hinder
also at 110 K. At 110 K, however, the breaks are not sign
cant and the attenuation of the Cu AES intensity appear
be consistent with the continuous, exponential decay, indi
ing that the growth mode may slightly deviate from the ide
layer-by-layer growth

While no considerable difference is found in the AES u
take curves at the initial stage (,0.5 ML), the microscopic
growth mechanism up to the completion of the first orde
layer depends strongly on the sample temperature during
In deposition, as will be shown in the following sections.

2. STM measurement at 200 K

In this and the following subsections, the STM results
the growth of In at sample temperatures of 200 and 300
respectively, are summarized. The growth at temperat
lower than 200 K was not studied by STM due to an inst
mental limitation.

Figure 2 shows the STM images taken at 130 K after
deposition at 200 K. The STM image taken atQ In
50.03 ML is shown in Fig. 2~a! and Fig. 2~c!. The bright
dots condensed at step edges have an apparent heig
;2.6 Å, which is larger than that of monolayer steps
Cu~001!, 1.8 Å, and are interpreted as In atoms. These
ages indicate that In atoms initially nucleate on terraces
at step edges. This suggests the limited mobility of In
terraces at 200 K, while the diffusion along steps is fast
indicated by the complete decoration of steps at this co
age. It is noted that a small amount of isolated In atom
found inside terraces. The apparent height difference
tween these bright In atoms and the surrounding Cu ter
is only 0.3–0.5 Å, which suggests that the bright atoms
not In atoms on top of the terrace but the ones incorpora
into the topmost layer of the substrate. The incorporated
atoms are found within the vicinity (;20 Å) of steps in
both the upper and lower terraces, indicating that the inc
poration of In is caused only by the exchange process
steps. This result is in good agreement with the previ
observation.23 It should be noted that the exchange proces
steps are sometimes supposed to take place between an
tom on the lower terrace and an atom in the upper terra
which results in the incorporation of the foreign atom only
the upper terrace. The observation of incorporated atom
the lower terrace suggests that another exchange proce
operating, in which an atom in the lower terrace is involve
This process might be similar to that found for Re
Ir~001!.24

Figure 2~b! shows an atomic-resolution STM image ne
a step forQ In50.08 ML. The 131 terrace with In atoms
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condensed at the step is observed. The average distanc
tween neighboring In atoms is;3.3 Å, which is close to the
nearest-neighbor distance in bulk In, 3.25 Å. However, a
ordered structure does not appear at this coverage.

Figure 2~d! shows a wide-scan STM image forQ In
50.15 ML. The steps are completely decorated with 2D
islands. It is also found that 2D islands with sizes of 50–1
Å are formed on terraces. The apparent height of the
islands are;2.6 Å, which is the same as that for In atom
condensed at steps. Although the incorporation is possib
steps, the rate of incorporation is very low at 200 K. Figu
2~e! shows a wide-scan STM image forQ In50.45 ML. The
2D islands are completely percolated while no 3D islands
formed.

As shown later, the first In layer is completed atQ In
50.5 ML. The wide-scan STM image forQ In50.88 ML
@Fig. 2~f!# indicates that the surface is free from 3D island
Note also that few 2D islands are observed on terrac
which suggests that the 2D In island growth is hindered
top of the In layer because of the low migration energy of
on In.25 Thus In grows on Cu~001! surface according essen
tially to the step-flow growth mode at 200 K after the fir
layer is completed.

FIG. 2. Atomically resolved STM images taken at 130 K aft
In deposition at 200 K for~a! Q In50.03 ML (90390 Å2,Vs

59 mV, I t535 nA) with the middle part high-pass filtered t
show incorporated In atoms in both the upper and lower terrace,
~b! Q In50.08 ML at 200 K (65365 Å2,Vs59 mV, I t

510 nA). Wide-scan STM images taken at 130 K after In depo
tion at 200 K for: ~c! Q In50.03 ML (100031000 Å2); ~d! Q In

50.15 ML (150031500 Å2); ~e! Q In50.45 ML (1500
31500 Å2); ~f! Q In50.88 ML (9503950 Å2).
2-3
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3. STM measurement at 300 K

The STM images for the Cu~001! surface deposited with
In at 300 K are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The STM image
the clean Cu~001! surface@Fig. 3~a!# exhibits wide terraces
(;500 Å) and nearly straight steps. The high-resolution i
age@Fig. 4~a!# shows the 131 structure with a lattice con
stant ofa052.56 Å and an apparent corrugation amplitu
of 0.1–0.3 Å. The height of the steps on Cu(001)-131 is 1.8
Å, which we used for the calibration of the height.

Figure 3~b! shows a wide-scan STM image forQ In
50.13 ML. No isolated adatoms or islands are observed
terraces. While the steps appear to be wavy as comp
with those on the clean surface, the contrast difference
served at original step positions at 200 K@Fig. 2~d!# is not
observed~i.e., the height of steps is 1.8 Å!, indicating that
the wavy steps are not due to the In condensation. In a h
resolution image@Fig. 4~b!#, we observe many bright protru
sions, which are located on the (131) lattice positions and
have an apparent height higher than surrounding Cu at
by 0.3–0.5 Å . We assigned these bright protrusions to th
atoms embedded in the topmost surface layer. The embe
In atoms are scattered on the surface and no significant
sity differences were observed depending on the dista
from steps.

As is seen in Fig. 4~b!, the high-resolution images for th
In-incorporated surface are associated with consider

FIG. 3. ~a! Wide-scan STM image of clean Cu(001)-(
31) (110031100 Å2). ~b!–~f! Wide-scan STM images taken a
300 K after In deposition at 300 K for~b! Q In50.13 ML (1800
31800 Å2); ~c! Q In50.50 ML (150031500 Å2); ~d! Q In

50.65 ML (150031500 Å2); ~e! Q In51.0 ML (9303930 Å2);
~f! Q In52.5 ML (150031500 Å2).
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horizontal noises, and some of the embedded In atoms
imaged as the bars elongated along@110# direction. This is
due to the diffusion of the embedded In atoms23 as can be
observed by time evolution of high-resolution images~not
shown!.

Figure 4~c! shows a high-resolution image forQ In
50.13 ML measured after the surface was quenched to
K in order to reduce the mobility. The embedded In ato
are imaged as round-shaped protrusions with small noi
indicating that the embedded In atoms do not significan
move at this temperature.

One may want to compare the apparent height differen
0.3–0.5 Å, observed here with the perpendicular shift of
atoms embedded in Cu~001!, 0.4560.05 Å, deduced by the
analysis of low-energy ion scattering data.26 It is noted, how-
ever, that the apparent height observed in STM cannot
directly related to the real atomic positions. Actually, t
height ~contrast! difference between embedded In and s
rounding Cu is observed only with low bias voltages a
high tunneling currents, which correspond to small t
surface distances. The STM images for the surface of F

FIG. 4. ~a! Atomically resolved STM image of clean
Cu(001)-(131) (95395 Å2,Vs58 mV,I t56 nA). ~b!–~f!
Atomically resolved STM image of Cu~001! after In deposition at
300 K @grids indicate the Cu(001)-131 lattice#: ~b! Q In50.13
60.03 ML taken at T5300 K (53353 Å2,Vs55 mV,I t

530 nA); ~c! Q In50.1360.03 ML taken at T5130 K (70
370 Å2,Vs52100 mV,I t520 nA); ~d! Q In50.2660.05 ML
taken at 300 K (67367 Å2,Vs524 mV,I t517 nA); ~e! Q In

50.3760.05 ML taken at 300 K (57357 Å2,Vs526 mV,I t

524 nA); ~f! Q In50.3760.05 ML taken at 300 K (67
367 Å2,Vs59 mV,I t540 nA).
2-4
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4~b! and 4~c! measured at sample bias of;300 mV and
tunneling current of 1 nA show no contrast difference b
tween In and Cu. The difference in the image contrast
tween different metal elements has been previously att
uted to several mechanisms.27–29 In our case, the chemica
contrast is reproducibly observed and does not require
special tip condition, which excludes the role of impuri
atoms at tip apex. Since the work-function change indu
by small amounts of In atoms is negligible as shown la
~see Fig. 5!, at least the electrostatic part of the barrier heig
should be negligible to explain the chemical contrast. Wh
Cu~001! has a Schockley type surface state near the Fe
level,22 the chemical contrast is observed both at nega
and positive bias voltages, which excludes the possib
that the surface state induces the chemical contrast.
therefore consider that the chemical contrast observed he
due to the difference in the density of state near the Fe
level in the tip-surface systems.

An atomically resolved STM image of the surface
Q In50.26 ML is shown in Fig. 4~d!. There exist many
bright protrusions together with some dark ones~see the
upper-left corner!. Both types of protrusions are aligned o
the 131 mesh. Although the 131 structure due to Cu atom
is blurred compared to the surface forQ In50.13 ML @Fig.
4~b!#, the image indicates that the top layer is composed
131 Cu layer embedded with In atoms. Another STM ima
for the same surface with a different tunneling condition
shown in Fig. 4~e!, in which In atoms are clearly image
though Cu atoms are hardly recognized. All the In atoms
located on the 131 lattice positions as shown by the grid
Fig. 4~e!. Two types of local order of In atoms are reco
nized: the In atoms are arranged in ac(232) symmetry or
form close-packed chains along@110# with a nearest-
neighbor spacing of;2.6 Å. Although the surface alloy is
confined in the 131 structure, it is likely that the surfac
stress increases greatly due to the large size mismatch.

FIG. 5. Work-function change at 110, 200, and 300 K as
function of deposition time,t In . The curve shows the result of th
fitting of the Topping’s formula to the initial decrease in the 110
data~see text!.
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The surface exhibits a disordered structure at coverage
0.3–0.35 ML. An STM image taken at 130 K forQ In

50.37 ML is shown in Fig. 4~f!. We could not get any STM
images containing Cu atoms at this In coverage under
tunneling conditions. The surface appears to be compose
two types of domains with different structure: a squarel
lattice with its sides aligned along@100# and parallel chains
along @110#. The distance between the neighboring atoms
the squarelike domains is;3.6 Å, being close to the
second-nearest-neighbor distance of the 131 structure
(A2a0), meaning that the squarelike structure forms a lo
c(232) periodicity. In the chain structure, the distance b
tween the nearest-neighbor atoms varies in the range of 3
3.8 Å, which does not agree witha0 or 2a0, but is close to
the metallic diameter of In, 3.25 Å. This indicates that t
spacing in the chain structure is determined mainly by
interaction between In atoms. Consequently, the protrus
in the STM images do not agree with the 131 mesh. The
surface shows no long-range order, which agrees with
LEED pattern without any superstructure spots but with
high background intensity near half-order positions. T
structural features of this surface are similar to those of
ordered structure formed atQ In50.5 ML ~shown later!, and
hence they are understood as embryos of the long-range
der. From the viewpoint of the initial growth mechanism,
should be emphasized that the random substitutional sur
alloy with a 131 average translational symmetry transform
betweenQ In50.26 and 0.37 ML to the structure in which C
atoms are removed and In atoms do not occupy the 131
lattice sites.

A wide-scan STM image forQ In50.5 ML is shown in
Fig. 3~c!. The surface is flat and no islands are observed
this In coverage the atoms on the surface are stable, an
can easily obtain atomically resolved STM images at ro
temperature as shown in a later section. Wide-scan STM
ages forQ In50.65 and 1.0 ML shown in Figs. 3~d! and 3~e!,
respectively, also show flat terraces, while steps get wav
Q In51.0 ML. Figure 3~f! shows an STM image of the sur
face atQ In52.5 ML, where steps wander in a length sca
of ,100 Å. While the average terrace width is still larg
(;500 Å), some small 2D islands appear, indicating th
the growth mode is gradually switching from the step-flow
3D island growth.

4. Work-function measurement

Figure 5 shows the work-function variations as a functi
of t In at 110, 200, and 300 K. For deposition at 110 K, t
work function initially decreases steeply, and then the slo
decreases gradually. The curve shows a distinct break at In
;20 min (Q In50.5 ML), beyond which the work function
shows again a steep decrease followed by gradual satur
at 4.1 eV, which is near the work-function value of polycry
talline In.30 The break may correspond to the completion
the first layer.

The initial steep decrease is understood by the image
pole formation due to the charge transfer from In adatom
the Cu substrate. The gradual decrease of the slope upo
increase of In coverage is apparently in agreement with

a

2-5
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T. NAKAGAWA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 085402 ~2002!
depolarization of the induced image dipole due to the elec
field formed by the surrounding dipoles. For alkali-metal a
sorption, where adatoms are scattered uniformly on the
face, the so-called Topping’s depolarization formula,31,32

Df5
1

4pe0

64pm0n

119an3/2
, ~1!

is known to explain the initial work-function change well.33

Heree0 denotes the static dielectric constant of the vacuu
m0 the initial dipole moment,a the polarizability, andn the
density of adsorbates. It is empirically known that the pol
izability, a, deduced by fitting the equation to the experime
tal data is almost the same as the atomic polarizability
smaller by within a factor of ;2, than the atomic
polarizability.33–38The fitting of Eq.~1! by using the atomic
polarizability of In, 10.2 Å3,39 to the work-function change
for In adsorption at 110 K yielded the solid line shown
Fig. 5 and the initial dipole moment of 0.42 D. While th
initial steep slope is well reproduced, the actual wo
function change beyondt In.3 min (Q In.0.08 ML) is
much more moderate than that expected by Eq.~1!. Chang-
ing the value ofa within a factor of 2 does not considerab
reduce the deviation. We suggest that the deviation is
predominantly to the condensation of In atoms on the s
face, which is indicated by the LEED observation of an
dered structure, as shown below, at aroundt In510 min. The
condensation of adatoms leads to the direct overlap of
wave functions of neighboring In atoms, which is associa
with the reduction of the adatom-substrate charge transf

As compared with the result for 110 K, the work-functio
decrease at 200 K is more moderate, in particular, at
initial stage. We observed an almost linear increase up
t In520 min (Q In50.5 ML), which is not consistent with
the depolarization picture for uniformly scattered adatom
As observed by STM~Fig. 2!, In atoms deposited at 200 K
form 2D islands, which suggests that the local environm
around an individual In atom is constant irrespective of
total coverage and therefore the dipole moment associ
with an In adatom does not change. In this case, the w
function should be the average of those for clean Cu~001!,
fCu, and the In monolayer,f In ,

f5
Q In

Q In
(1)

f In1S 12
Q In

Q In
(1)D fCu, ~2!

whereQ In
(1) denotes the In coverage at the completion of

first layer. This is in good agreement with the work-functi
change up tot In;20 min (Q In;0.5 ML). After the break at
t In;20 min (Q In50.5 ML), work function decrease
monotonically with the slope decreasing gradually, and
proaches the saturation value,;4.1 eV.

For In deposition at 300 K, the work function is almo
constant up tot In;10 min, then decreases linearly to 4.3
eV with increasing coverage. The initial period where t
work function does not change corresponds to the In inc
poration into the topmost layer of the substrate as found
STM @Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!#. After the initial period, the work
function starts to decrease att In;10 min (Q In;0.25 ML),
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which coincides with the disappearance of top-layer Cu
oms in the high-resolution STM images forQ In50.35 ML
@Fig. 4~f!#.

The asymptotic values of the work function are estima
to be 4.0, 4.1, and 4.3 eV for deposition at 110, 200, and
K, respectively. The difference in the work function is attri
uted to the difference in the degree of surface roughnes
different deposition temperatures. For higher deposition te
peratures, the surface is expected to become flatter, w
leads to higher work function.

5. Influence of In growth onto the intrinsic surface state
on Cu(001)

The surface state on Cu~001! in the projected bulk band
gap around theM̄ point has been thoroughly studied prev
ously. Its origin is explained as thedx22y2-derived band
pushed out of the bulk continua by the Coulomb repuls
due to excesssp electrons at the surface.18–21 @Note that the
x andy axes are defined as the nearest-neighbor direction
Cu~001!.# Since this surface state is localized at the topm
layer, it is sensitive to the change of charge density cause
adsorbates, and hence the change of growth modes ca
probed by the surface state.40

For clean Cu~001!, the surface state at theM̄ point is
observed at binding energies of 1.78, 1.80, and 1.81 eV r
tive to the Fermi level at 110, 300, and 400 K, respective

In Fig. 6~a! the spectra for the surface state are shown
the surface deposited with In at 110 K. In deposition resu
in the decrease in intensity and the shift to higher bind
energies, reaching 1.83 eV atQ In50.25 ML, which is as-
cribed to the local disorder introduced by isolated In ad
toms. As shown in Fig. 6~d!, the intensity at Q In
50.25 ML is ;15% of the initial value, which indicates
that In atoms are initially adsorbed randomly as isolated a
toms and gradually agglomerate during deposition to fo
islands. This agrees with the interpretation of the wo
function change at 110 K.

Upon In deposition at 200 K, a moderate change in
surface state of Cu~001! is found as shown in Figs. 6~b! and
6~d!. The intensity of the surface state decreases almost
early and disappears atQ In;0.63 ML. The shift of the peak
position is very small (,10 meV), which is in accordance
with the STM observation of the 2D-island formation on to
of the Cu~001! terrace.

The spectral change upon In deposition at 300 K is sho
in Fig. 6~c! and the intensity of the surface state is plotted
Fig. 6~d!, where the result obtained by using the He II rad
tion is also shown. The agreement between the results
tained by He I and He II indicates that the decay is not due
the final state effect, but reflects the reduction of the den
of surface state. The intensity of the surface state decre
steeply with increasing In deposition time at 300 K. T
initial slope is almost the same as that for 110 K. While t
decrease at 110 K gets moderate atQ In.0.13 ML, the de-
crease at 300 K is almost linear, and the intensity vanis
aroundQ In50.15 ML. The peak position is shifted to highe
binding energies upon In deposition, reaching 1.88 eV
Q In50.13 ML. These changes indicate that impinging
2-6
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EVOLUTION OF GEOMETRIC AND ELECTRONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 085402 ~2002!
atoms distribute statistically on the surface upon adsorp
at 300 K in agreement with the STM result.

B. Ordered phases and transitions

1. Phases formed upon deposition at 100–200 K

Two ordered phases are observed by LEED successi
with increasingQ In upon deposition at 110 K. A wea
c(3A23A2)R45° LEED pattern appears atQ In;0.25 ML,
increases in intensity, and is most strongly observed atQ In
50.6560.03 ML as shown in Fig. 7~a!. At Q In above
;0.75, the fractional order spots become streaky along@110#
and @100#.

Figure 8~a! shows a high-resolution STM image taken
an In island on the surface withQ In50.45 ML. In atoms are

FIG. 6. ~a! Angle-resolved photoelectron spectra taken w

He-I radiation atM̄ for clean and In-covered Cu~001!. The deposi-
tion was made at 110 K.~b! The same as~a! except that the depo
sition and measurement were made at 200 K.~c! The same as~a!
except that the deposition and measurement were made at 30
~d! The intensities of Cu 3d Tamm state peak measured with He
radiation at different deposition temperatures: 110 K~filled circles!;
200 K ~crosses!; 300 K ~open circles!. Also shown is the intensity
obtained with He II at 300 K~open squares!.
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arranged along@010# with a spacing of 3.6 Å (A2a0). The
STM image shows that there are two types of protrusio
with different contrasts. The apparent height difference
0.05 Å. The unit cell obtained by STM isc(3A2
3A2)R45° in agreement with the LEED result, which
marked with the white lines in Fig. 8~a!. A possible model
structure deduced from the STM image is presented in F
8~b!, in which the higher In atoms are placed on bridge si
while the lower ones on hollow sites. The In atoms constit
a 1D chainlike structure along@310# direction. The nearest
neighbor distance is estimated to be;2.9 Å , considering
the corrugation. This model suggests the ideal coverag
Q In52/3 ML.

Upon further In deposition on thec(3A23A2)R45° sur-
face, the LEED pattern changes to one shown in Fig. 7~b! at

K.

FIG. 7. LEED patterns observed at 110 and 200 K for
Cu~001! surface:~a! c(3A23A2)R45° ~primary electron energy,
Ep5103 eV); ~b! (5A235A2)R45° (Ep5114 eV).

FIG. 8. ~a! Atomically resolved STM image of thec(3A2
3A2)R45° surface (58358 Å2,Vs527 mV,I t550 nA). ~b! A
model proposed for thec(3A23A2)R45° surface.
2-7
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T. NAKAGAWA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 085402 ~2002!
Q In50.88 ML. This pattern consists of~1/10!th order spots,
and the spots positioned at (h/261/5,k/261/5) with h andk
odd and (h61/5,k61/5) with h and k integers appear a
intense spots. Though the LEED pattern could be indexe

1

18 H 25 15

15̄ 25J ,

or equivalently (1.6231.62)R31.0°, the arrangement of a
oms according to this symmetry results in an unreason
structure. This kind of superstructures has previously b
reported in analogous systems, for example, Pb/Cu~001!
~Refs. 41,42! and Bi/Cu~001! ~Ref. 43!. According to the
proposal by Bocquetet al.,42 the real space structure can b
deduced by considering domain walls. The bright sp
around~1/2 1/2! indicate that the structure is composed
the local c(232) domains separated by domain wa
network.42 Thus, this pattern can be interpreted as (5A2
35A2)R45°. We propose a possible structural model
this surface as shown in Fig. 9~a!. The model containsc(2
32) domains on the top layer which are in antiphase re
tionship with each other separated by domain boundaries
tween them. The second layer consists of In atoms ofQ In

50.68 ML, which is a density close to that of thec(3A2
3A2)R45° structure model. A kinematically calculate

FIG. 9. ~a! Possible configuration for the (5A235A2)R45° sur-
face. ~b! Kinematically calculated LEED pattern for the structu
shown in~a!.
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LEED pattern from the model structure is shown in Fig. 9~b!,
which is in fair agreement with the experimentally obtain
LEED pattern shown in Fig. 7~b!.

Additional In deposition onto the (5A235A2)R45° sur-
face increases the background intensity in LEED, and
further superstructure is observed.

Upon In deposition at 200 K, the ordered structures o
served by LEED were identical with those at 110 K, thou
the LEED patterns appeared at slightly smaller deposit
times.

2. Phases formed upon deposition at 300 K

The LEED patterns observed upon deposition at 300
are shown in Fig. 10. With increasing In coverage the LEE
pattern changes from the clean surface 131 pattern to that
shown in Fig. 10~a! aroundQ In50.4 ML. This LEED pat-
tern becomes most intense aroundQ In50.5 ML (t In
520 min), coinciding with the first break point in the AE
uptake curve. The pattern is characterized by sets of f
~1/18!th order spots in the vicinity of the half-order position
characteristic of ap(232) structure.

Figure 11~a! shows an atomically resolved STM image f
the phase formed atQ In50.5 ML at 300 K, corresponding
to the LEED pattern shown in Fig. 10~a!. The surface con-
sists of stripes of two types of structures. One of the doma
consists of bright and dark protrusions arrayed in a distor
square lattice, and are separated by domains in which br
protrusions are arrayed in close-packed rows along the@110#
and @11̄0# directions. The average spacing between nei
boring bright and dark protrusions in the distorted squ
domains is;2.6 Å, and hence these protrusions constitut
c(232)-like structure. In the latter domain, dark protrusio
can also be seen between rows of bright protrusions.
density of the protrusions is 0.5 ML each for bright and da
protrusions, suggesting that the bright and dark protrusi
may correspond to topmost In and underlying Cu atoms,
spectively. The contrast of the dark protrusions depends
the condition of STM tips. The unit cell of this structure
shown by a rectangle in Fig. 11~a!, which is indexed as
(9A232A2)R45°. The Fourier transform of the STM imag
for an area of 2003200 Å2 is shown in Fig. 11~c!, which is
qualitatively identical with the observed LEED pattern@Fig.
10~a!#, except that the LEED pattern consists of contrib
tions from two equivalent domains rotated by 90° with ea
other. It is noted that the neighboringc(232)-like domains
are in antiphase relation, which makes the~1/2,1/2! LEED
spots missing.

At coverages beyondQ In50.6 ML, the LEED pattern
changes to ac(434) pattern as shown in Fig. 10~c!, which
becomes most intense aroundQ In50.65 ML. Figure 11~c!
shows an STM image for thec(434) surface. The density
of protrusions is 5/8, which is in good agreement with the
coverage.

With further increasing In coverage, the LEED patte
shown in Figs. 10~e!–10~g! appears, which is most intens
around Q In51.0 ML (t In540 min), coinciding with
the second break in the AES uptake curve. This LEE
pattern consists of strong half-order spots characteristic
2-8
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EVOLUTION OF GEOMETRIC AND ELECTRONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 085402 ~2002!
p(232) structure and numerous higher-order spots. Th
higher-order spots can be interpreted as due to the diffrac
by (A103A10)R18.4° or (A203A20)R63.4° structure and
the double diffraction by these structures andp(232) struc-
ture. While the intensity distribution of the spots may pre
the interpretation in terms of (A103A10)R18.4°, it cannot
be strictly determined solely by kinematical consideratio
Further In deposition beyondQ In51.0 ML makes the
LEED spots disappear and the background intensity hig
indicating that the surface loses order.

Figure 11~e! shows an atomically resolved STM image
the In covered Cu~001! surface ofQ In51.0 ML for which

FIG. 10. LEED patterns for In/Cu~001! surfaces upon In depo
sition at 300 K: ~a! (9A232A2)R45° (Ep560 eV); ~b! c(2
32) (Ep560 eV); ~c! c(434) (Ep5114 eV); ~d! p(2
32) (Ep590 eV); ~e! A203A20R64°1p(232) (Ep540 eV);
~f! the same as~e! but with Ep589 eV. ~g! Schematic view of the
A203A20R64°1p(232) pattern. Unit vectors are shown fo
A203A20R63.4° by black arrows and forA103A10R18.4° by
gray arrows.
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the LEED pattern shown in Figs. 10~e! and 10~f! is most
intensely observed. The image appears to be constituted
square lattice as is marked by the small square, whose
and orientation agree with thep(232) symmetry. It is noted
that thep(232) lattice is modulated by another periodici
as shown by the large square, which corresponds to
(A203A20)R63.4° periodicity. Hence, we refer to this su
face as (A203A20)R63.4°1p(232). The existence of the
(A203A20)R63.4° symmetry is well recognized by th
Fourier transformation of the image as shown in Fig. 11~f!,
which is in good agreement with the LEED pattern from th
surface.

3. Stability of the low-temperature phases

As shown above, the surface structures observed u
deposition at 110 K are different from those formed at 3
K. Annealing the c(3A23A2)R45° surface formed a
110 K up to room temperature resulted in the change
the LEED pattern to (9A232A2)R45°, c(434), or (A20
3A20)R63.4°1p(232) according to the In coverage. Th
transition starts from 220–240 K and is completed arou
300 K. As for the surface with the (5A235A2) LEED pat-

FIG. 11. ~a! Atomically resolved STM images o
Cu(001)-(9A232A2)R45°-In. A unit cell is marked with white
lines (40340 Å2,Vs525 mV,I t54 nA). ~b! STM image for the
same surface as~a! but taken at 420 K, showingc(232) structure
(40340 Å2,Vs5220 mV,I t54 nA). ~c! Fourier transform of
the STM image of the (9A232A2)R45° surface.~d! STM image
for c(434) taken at 300 K (58358 Å2,Vs550 mV,I t510 nA).
~e! STM image for (A203A20)R63.4°1p(232) taken at 300 K.
Unit cells are shown forp(232) and (A203A20)R63.4° (105
3105 Å2,Vs527 mV,I t52 nA). ~f! Fourier transform of the
STM image of the (A203A20)R63.4°1p(232) surface.
2-9
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tern, the LEED pattern changes to the (A203A20)R63.4°
1p(232) pattern around 240 K. The transitions are irr
versible: The low-temperature LEED patterns are not rec
ered after cooling down the surface to 110 K. We theref
conclude that the low-temperature phases,c(3A2
3A2)R45° and (5A235A2)R45°, are metastable.

4. Reversible phase transitions

When heating the (9A232A2)R45° surface around 350
K, the surface undergoes a phase transition toc(232),
whose LEED pattern is shown in Fig. 10~b!. STM observa-
tion also demonstrates this transition.2 We show an STM
image for the surface ofQ In50.5 ML taken at 420 K in
Fig. 11~b!, which shows clearly thec(232) structure. The
changes in LEED and STM are fully reversible with resp
to the temperature change. There is no change in the A
intensity during the phase transition, suggesting that ther
no atom transfer between the overlayer and the subst
Since the In coverage of this surface is 0.5 ML, the d
protrusions observed in the STM image of the (9A2
32A2)R45° surface are ascribed to electron density due
the substrate Cu atoms just beneath the In layer. The
protrusions are not observed in thec(232) phase due prob
ably to the reduced spatial resolution at elevated temp
tures. The previous ARUPS study2 indicated that this phas
transition is induced by the nesting of the 2D Fermi conto
constituted by an In-induced surface resonance band.

The c(434) phase also exhibits a phase transition up
annealing. The LEED pattern shows that the surface un
goes a transition around 450 K top(232) as shown in Fig.
10~d!. Thep(232) phase is stable up to at least 550 K. T
AES result suggests that the In coverage does not cha
during the transition.

Heating the (A203A20)R63.4°1p(232) phase up to
;450 K induces a phase transition top(232). Annealing
at 550 K for several minutes followed by cooling down
room temperature results in thec(434) LEED pattern. The
AES intensities of In~Cu! also exhibit decrease~increase! to
the value corresponding to thec(434) phase, suggesting th
penetration into the substrate or the desorption of In atom
is noted that when the annealing is done quickly (,1 min at
550 K! the surface gets back to (A203A20)R63.4°1p(2
32) phase, while~1/10!th order spots become weaker a
the AES intensities exhibits noticeable changes, indica
that the penetration~desorption! rate is relatively low
(;0.1 ML/min) at 550 K.

Upon cooling the phases formed at 300 K, the LEE
patterns observed at 300 K do not show any distinct ph
transitions down to 110 K. For thec(434) phase, the in-
crease of the background at certain positions was observ
110 K, which implies the possibility of another phase tran
tion below 110 K.

C. Evolution of In-derived surface electronic structure

In this section we present the ARUPS results for the e
lution of In-derived surface resonance band. In a previ
publication,2 we reported that the In-induced surface res
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nance band (S1) gives rise to a squarelike Fermi surfac
around M̄ in the high-temperaturec(232) phase atQ In
50.5 ML, and that the nesting of this Fermi surface driv
the surface phase transition at;350 K. The dispersion of
the S1 band was shown to mimic the edge of the projec
bulk 4sp band of Cu. Figure 12 showsschematicallythe
two-dimensional dispersion of the surface resonance b
for the high-temperaturec(232) phase atQ In50.5 ML. In
the present work, we have studied the evolution of theS1
resonance as a function of In coverage and surface temp
ture. It will be shown below that theS1 resonance band
appears to split off from the Cu 4sp band upon the dealloy
ing transition. Also shown is the photoemission result for t
In 4d core level.

1. Valence-band structure at 300 K

The ARUPS spectra measured at an emission angle
ue537.0° in @110# direction, which corresponds to theX̄
point for the binding energies of interest, are shown in F
13~a!. ~The work function change in this coverage region
0.3 eV, which corresponds to the change ink of

FIG. 12. Schematic drawing of the dispersion of the surfa
resonance band,S1, for Cu(001)-c(232)-In, which is a high-
temperature phase atQ In50.5 ML.

FIG. 13. ~a! ARUPS spectra atX̄ as a function of In coverage a
300 K. S1 denotes the In-induced surface resonance andB the bulk
Cu 4sp band.~b! Binding energy for theS1 ~circle! and Cu 4sp

~square! bands atX̄ as a function of In coverage. The hatched ar

indicates the projected bulk Cu 4sp band atX̄.
2-10
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EVOLUTION OF GEOMETRIC AND ELECTRONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 085402 ~2002!
;0.02 Å21.! In addition to the peak due to the bulk Cu 4sp
band,B, a peak induced by In adsorption is observed,S1.
Upon In deposition at 300 K, theS1 peak first emerges as
shoulder ofB around 0.25 ML, shifts downward in energ
with increasing In coverage. The intensity of theS1 peak
grows as In coverage increases, reaches a maximum
;0.65 ML, and then it decreases significantly above 1 M
which indicates that theS1 peak is due to an electronic sta
localized at the Cu-In interface. Note that the weak feat
around 1.6 eV in Fig. 13~a! is due to the excitation of the C
3d band by He Ib (hn523.1 eV).

The Cu bulk stateB also shows a shift of10.15 eV at
small In coverages, and its line shape changes from an as
metric one for the clean surface to a symmetric one for
In-covered surfaces. While the change ink-space sampling
associated with the work-function change would result in
shift of B, it is estimated to be,0.05 eV. The observed shif
and line shape change are explained by a suppression o
indirect surface photoemission channel due to the remova
the dielectric mismatch between Cu and vacuum by
deposition.44

The variation of the binding energy ofS1 is plotted
against In coverage in Fig. 13~b!. For the In coverage below
0.2 ML, the S1 band is not clearly observed, but only th
broadening ofB is discerned. AboveQ In50.25 ML, theS1
band splits off fromB and grows in intensity. This coverag
value corresponds to the dealloying transition from a surf
alloy phase to separated phases of an In overlayer and th
substrate with an abrupt interface. With increasing In cov
age, theS1 peak shifts to higher binding energy and reach
the saturation value, 1.5 eV, atQ In;0.65 ML. It is noted
that a similar shift to higher binding energy upon initial
deposition is observed for the intrinsic surface state
Cu~001! at M̄ as shown in Fig. 6.

Figures 14~a! and 14~b! show the ARUPS spectra taken
different emission angles along@110# at Q In50.25 and 0.5
ML, respectively. In Fig. 14~d! the dispersion of theS1 band
along D̄ is plotted for different In coverages. AtQ In
50.25 ML, theS1 band runs along the edge of the project
Cu bulk band. With increasing In coverage the whole ban
shifted downward, splitting off from the bulk bands into th
projected band gap for Cu(001)-131. Note, however, tha
the intrinsic band gap for the Cu~001! surface disappears fo
the In-covered surfaces due to the scattering by disordere
atoms at low coverages or to the Umklapp scattering in
superstructures formed atQ In>0.5 ML. We therefore con-
clude that theS1 band is due to an In-induced resonan
state. The coverage-dependent behavior ofS1 and the resem-
blance of the dispersion with that of the Cu bulk band ed
may suggest that the In-inducedS1 resonance state inherits
character of the Cu 4sp band.

Figure 14~c! shows the dispersion of theS1 band for
Q In50.5 ML at 400 K, while the data in Fig. 14~b! are for
300 K. At this coverage, the In/Cu~001! surface undergoes
phase transition at;350 K from low temperature (9A2
32A2)R45° to high temperature (A23A2)R45° @c(2
32)#. In Figs. 14~b! and 14~c!, no significant differences ar
recognized between the two phases. In the previous st
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we showed that the surface resonance exhibits signific
change upon the transition atk points where theS1 crosses
the Fermi level in the high-temperature phase.2 The insensi-
tivity of the S1 resonance band alongD̄, where the band doe
not approach the Fermi level, indicates that the change
electronic structure occurs only at very limitedk space close
to the Fermi surface, which is consistent with the picture t
the phase transition is due to a nonlocal electronic effect

2. In 4d core level at 300 K

Changes in atomic and valence electronic structure m
influence the binding energies and line shapes of the c
levels of surface atoms. We measured high-resolution ph
emission spectra of In 4d level in different surface phase
aiming, in particular, at possible core-level splitting in th
CDW phase. In Figs. 15~a!–15~f!, the In 4d core level spec-
tra taken at 300 K are shown for various In coverages. T
feature of the spectrum atQ In56 ML is similar to the pre-
vious work for thick In films.45 In order to gain quantitative
information, the spectra were fitted with a Doniach-Sˇunjić
function.46,47 The spectra were fitted well with only a sing
component. There was some difference in the peak w
between two spin-orbit-split lines, which was accounted

FIG. 14. ~a! ARUPS spectra aroundX̄ along @110# (D̄) for the
surface withQ In50.25 ML at 300 K.~b! The same as~a! but for
the surface withQ In50.5 ML at 300 K.~c! The same as~b! but
measured at 400 K.~d! Dispersion of theS1 band with at different
In coverages. The shaded area indicates the Cu bulk bands proj
onto ~001!.
2-11
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T. NAKAGAWA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 085402 ~2002!
by independent Lorentzian lifetime widths. The fitted lin
and residuals are shown with thick and thin solid lines,
spectively, in Fig. 15.

While Lorentzian lifetime width does not significantl
change with increasing coverage, Gaussian width incre
considerably~Fig. 16!. At the smallest coverage studie
~0.25 ML!, the Gaussian width is 95 meV. Taking account
the spectrometer energy resolution of 60 meV, the pho
broadening is estimated to be 70 meV. The increase in
Gaussian width is mainly ascribed to the band format
which is induced by the In-In interaction at higher coverag
A theoretical calculation indicates that bulk In 4d has a band
width of a few hundred meV,48 which is in fair agreemen
with the observed Gaussian width. Beyond the completion
the first monolayer at 0.65 ML, inhomogeneous broaden
may also contribute to the increase of the Gaussian wi
While the STM observation indicated that In grows in laye
by-layer mode above 1 ML, coexistence of the In layer w
different thickness may contribute to the Gaussian width

FIG. 15. In 4d core level spectra taken at 300 K as a function
In coverage:~a! 0.25,~b! 0.50,~c! 0.6, ~d! 1.0, ~e! 3.0, ~f! 6.0 ML.
Filled circles represent raw data, solid lines are the results of
fitting by Doniach-Šunjić function. The dashed and thin solid line
show the background and the residuals, respectively.
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Depending on In coverage, the 4d doublet shows shift
from 16.49 eV at Q In50.25 ML to 16.74 eV atQ In
56 ML ~Fig. 16!. The latter value is in good agreeme
with that reported for a polycrystalline In film, 16.75 eV,45

which suggests that a 6-ML film already has bulk properti
The binding energy for submonolayer In is lower than that
bulk state. With increasing coverage, the binding energy
shifted quickly by;200 meV up to;0.6 ML, where the
slope gets gradual, and then approaches the bulk v
asymptotically. Note that the first In monolayer is complet
at 0.65 ML and subsequent deposition results in the seco
layer growth.

Upon the growth at 300 K, several long-range order
phases are formed: (9A232A2)R45° at 0.5 ML,c(434) at
0.65 ML, andp(232)1(A103A10)R18.4° at 1.0 ML.2 In
these structures, In atoms occupy several inequivalent s
We, however, could not distinguish the different sites
core-level binding energies. We also checked whether
phase transition at 0.5 ML between (9A232A2)R45° and
c(232) affect the shape of the core-level spectra. There w
no significant changes except for the thermally induced p
non broadening in the high-temperature phase. Such inse
tivity of the 4d core level to the structure is in contrast to th
case of In atoms on a Si surface,49 and is ascribed to the
metallic nature of the system. Since the valence electr
with sp character are well delocalized, the screening is
fective enough to cancel out any changes due to the ato
environment.

3. Valence-band structure at 110 K

Figure 17~a! shows the ARUPS spectra measured at theX̄
point for Cu~001! deposited with In at 110 K. In-derived
surface state, denoted asS18 , is observed at almost the sam
energy region as theS1 band was observed at 300 K. Th
coverage-dependent shift ofS18 , however, is different from
that ofS1. ~The nondispersing peak at 1.6 eV is due to Cud
excited by He Ib emission.! With increasing In coverage, th
surface state first emerges at 1.15 eV atQ In 5 0.38 ML,
grows in intensity shifting gradually to 1.20 eV atQ In
50.75 ML, and shifts abruptly to;1.6 eV. The intensity
decreases above 1.0 ML, which indicates that theS18 band is
also due to an interfacial electronic state.

f

e

FIG. 16. Binding energy, Gaussian and Lorentzian widths of
4d5/2 as a function of coverage.
2-12
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EVOLUTION OF GEOMETRIC AND ELECTRONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 085402 ~2002!
In contrast to the growth at 300 K, where mixed allo
layer is initially formed and then switched to the overlaye
growth mode, In atoms deposited at 110 K are initially a
sorbed as isolated adatoms and then gradually forms 2D
lands, as indicated by the appearance of ac(3A2
3A2)R45° LEED pattern at;0.3 ML. Hence the appear
ance of theS18 resonance is in coincidence with the formati
of 2D islands. Thec(3A23A2)R45° layer is completed a
0.65 ML, beyond which the second layer starts to gro
which is also in coincidence with the sudden shift of theS18
peak from 1.2 to 1.6 eV. We therefore conclude that
stepwise shift of theS18 band is due to the 2D island growt
of the first and the second In layers. The plateaus foun
the binding energy ofS18 as a function of In coverage corre
spond to the interfacial states in 2D islands in the first a
the second layer.

The ARUPS spectra measured alongD̄ near theX̄ point
for Q In 5 0.8 and 1.2 ML are shown in Figs. 18~a! and
18~b!, respectively. As compared with the dispersion of t
S1 band for In overlayers formed at 300 K, theS18 band show

little dispersion alongD̄ and the intensity is strongly reduce
for k away fromX̄. The dispersion plot in Fig. 18~c! shows
that theS18 band has a flat dispersion irrespective of the
coverage and are merged into the projected bulk band u
getting away fromX̄.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Coverage calibration

Before discussing the phase diagram and the gro
mechanism, we give a brief account of the coverage calib
tion we have done in this work. The most reliable expe
mental facts to establish In coverage have been obtaine

FIG. 17. ~a! ARUPS spectra atX̄ as a function of In coverage
for the surface grown at 110 K.~b! Binding energy for the

S18 ~circle! and Cu 4sp ~square! bands atX̄ as a function of In
coverage. The hatched area indicates the projected bulk Cusp

band atX̄.
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directly counting the In atoms at initial stages of the grow
Based on the STM images taken att In from 6 to 14 min, the
uptake rate of 0.02560.001 ML/min has been deduced. Th
attenuation curve of Cu AES intensity supports this calib
tion.

While the above uptake rate was obtained for deposit
at 300 K, there are several facts indicating that the rate is
affected by the surface temperature during deposition.

~1! The Cu AES curves measured at 110 and 300 K
hibit similar variation as a function oft In except that the
breaks are dulled at 110 K.

~2! Upon deposition at or below 200 K, where no surfa
alloy is formed, thec(3A23A2)R45° overlayer is obtained
at t In52661 min. The model obtained from the STM imag
indicates that this structure corresponds toQ In52/3 ML.

~3! Annealing the well-developedc(3A23A2)R45° (t In
526 min) surface up to 300 K resulted in the transform
tion to the well-developedc(434) structure, which is ob-
tained by deposition at 300 K also fort In526 min.

Thus, the coverage for any surface can be determined
the deposition time. Note that the coverage correspondin

FIG. 18. An In-derived surface resonance band nearX̄ for ~a!
spectra forQ In50.8 ML, and ~b! spectra forQ In51.2 ML. ~c!
Dispersion of theS18 band at different In coverages. The shaded a
indicates the Cu bulk bands projected onto~001!.
2-13
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T. NAKAGAWA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 085402 ~2002!
the (9A232A2)R45° phase was assumed to be 1.0 ML
the previous paper,2 which was due to the lack of STM dat
for the initial growth.

B. Phase diagram

In Fig. 19, we summarize the phases observed for
Cu~001! in a T-Q In diagram for different deposition tempera
tures.

At 110–200 K In grows as overlayers and shows t
ordered structures. Islands of thec(3A23A2)R45° structure
are formed aboveQ In50.25 ML. This phase is completed a
Q In50.67 ML. The c(3A23A2)R45° LEED pattern be-
comes streaky aboveQ In50.75 ML and then changes to th
(5A235A2)R45° pattern atQ In50.88 ML. The STM ob-
servation at 200 K shows that the exchange process betw
In and surface Cu atoms are hindered and that the 2D isla
grow on top of the Cu~001! surface. Due to the low diffusion
barrier of In on the Cu~001! surface, the growth occurs b
step-flow growth. Thec(3A23A2)R45° structure has an In
density larger by;8% than that of the In~001! surface. The
wide-scan STM results suggest that the transformation f
the c(3A23A2)R45° structure to the (5A235A2)R45°
structure is associated with the formation of second In la
These phases are metastable and transform irreversibly t
stable phases below 300 K.

At 300 K In is incorporated into the topmost layer of th
Cu~001! substrate and forms surface alloy. At coverag
Q In;0.25 ML, the short-range order among incorporated
atoms begins to develop. The dealloying transition occ

FIG. 19. Phase diagram for the In/Cu~001! surface. ‘‘9A2’’ and
‘‘ A20’’ denote the (9A232A2)R45° and (A203A20)R63.4°
1p(232) phases, respectively. Thec(3A23A2)R45° and (5A2
35A2)R45° phases are metastable and can be achieved onl
deposition below 200 K. The broken line indicates irreversi
phase transitions, while the solid lines with arrows at both e
indicate reversible transitions.
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aroundQ In;0.35 ML and the short-range order further d
velops to yield a long-range order, (9A232A2)R45°, at
Q In50.5 ML. We previously showed that the Fermi surfa
nesting in the high-temperaturec(232) phase is the origin
of the stabilization of the (9A232A2)R45° structure.2 The
structural similarity implies that the short-range-order pha
at Q In;0.35–0.5 ML also has the electronic origin. This
supported by the ARUPS experiment50 which shows that the
electronic band structure of the short-range-order phas
similar to that of (9A232A2)R45°. Further increase of the
In coverage gives rise to thec(434) structure and subse
quently to the (A203A20)R63.4°1p(232) structure, and
finally makes the surface disordered.

C. Alloying at low In coverages

Initial deposition of In on Cu~001! was previously studied
by means of several experimental techniques. In orde
compare our result with the previous ones, we here sum
rize briefly the previous assignments of the In occupat
sites and the onset temperature of In incorporation. Pertur
g-g angular correlation~PAC! method which uses 1024 ML
radioactive111In as a nuclear probe is sensitive to the co
figuration of the probe atoms, giving the information abo
the occupied sites. Klaset al.51 used this technique and sug
gested that, after annealing the surface withQ In
;1024 ML above 400 K, all In atoms occupied the terra
substitutional site. In the subsequent publication from
same group,52 it was mentioned that they observed In ad
toms on top of the Cu terraces at low temperatures. Bree
and Boerma26 performed a low-energy ion scattering~LEIS!
experiment to study the sites and mobility of In atoms
;1022 ML on a stepped Cu~17,1,1! surface which has step
every eight-atom length terrace. It was suggested that In
oms were adsorbed as isolated adatoms on terraces b
;80 K, above which In atoms became mobile and we
adsorbed mainly at step edges and formed chains along
step below;150 K. According to their analysis, the inco
poration of In atoms into terrace starts at 80–90 K and
atoms embedded in terrace are the majority species ab
150 K. Recently, Ros¸u et al.53 studied the temperature
dependent behavior of In atoms on Cu~001! by PAC. They
showed that the exchange process between In adatoms
substrate Cu atoms starts at temperatures between 180
300 K, depending on the step density. There is thus a
crepancy about the transition temperature from the overla
growth to the surface alloy formation.

The present STM result is in qualitative agreement w
these works as to the occupation sites at low covera
(,0.1 ML): In atoms are adsorbed on terrace at low te
peratures while they are incorporated into the topmost s
strate layer to form surface alloy at high temperatures. As
the onset temperature of the exchange process, our resul
in good agreement with that of Ros¸u et al.53 The STM im-
ages show that upon deposition at 200 K the In atoms fo
islands on terraces or at steps, and only a very small am
of In is incorporated into the terraces. Atomically resolv
STM images show that only a few per cent of In atoms
embedded in terraces at 200 K. The discrepancy between
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EVOLUTION OF GEOMETRIC AND ELECTRONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 085402 ~2002!
and the previous suggestion based on LEIS result may
due to the formation of 2D islands at 200 K, since In ato
in 2D islands cannot be distinguished by LEIS from tho
incorporated in terraces.26

The ARUPS study of the surface state gives us much
formation about the In growth. The photoemission intens
of surface state decreases linearly with increasing In co
age upon deposition at 300 K, and finally disappears at In
56 min (Q In50.15 ML), which indicates the lateral exten
of Cu substrate required to form the Tamm surface st
Deposition at 200 K resulted in the 2D island formation. T
2D islands quench completely the surface state for the c
ered area but exert little influence on bare terraces. U
deposition at 110 K, the decrease of the surface state in
sity with almost the same rate as that at 300 K was obse
up to t In;5 min (Q In;0.13 ML), beyond which the rate
of the reduction of the surface state becomes moderate d
the formation of small 2D islands. There are some diff
ences in the behavior of the surface state upon depositio
110 and 300 K. The reduction of intensity with respect to
deposition time at 300 K is;25% larger than that at 110 K
in the initial deposition regime (t In,5 min). The peak shift
at t In55 min at 300 K is;80 meV, while the shift at the
same deposition time at 110 K is only 30 meV. The stron
effect at 300 K indicates that the surface state is effectiv
influenced when the surface alloy is formed. This may
due to the fact that the surface state originates from the
planedx22y2 states.21

The formation of substitutional surface alloys at roo
temperature has frequently been observed in many m
Cu~001! systems. In the case of Pb whose radius is 3
larger than that of Cu, Pb atoms are embedded in terrace
to a coverage of 0.375 ML, and the orderedc(434) surface
alloy is formed.10 0.5 ML of Pd,11 Au,7 and Mn ~Ref. 54!
atoms deposited on Cu~001! are known to formc(232)
surface alloys. In the present case, however, substituti
surface alloy does not show any long-range order.

D. Dealloying

Substitutional surface alloys which maintain the 131 av-
erage periodicity of atoms sometimes show instability up
increase of the density of substituted atoms. In the A
Cu~001! system, the surface with 0.5-ML Au gives rise
misfits to relax the stress induced by the large size mism
between Au and Cu.7 In some cases the transformation fro
131 average lattice is observed. In the Au/Ni~110! system, a
substitutional surface alloy is formed up to an Au covera
of 0.4 ML, in which Au atoms are confined in the 131
lattice sites randomly. Above 0.4 ML, however, a zigz
chain structure appears, in which Au forms dimer-trim
chains leaving vacancies.8

In the present work, we observed the substitutional s
face alloy with In and Cu atoms occupying 131 lattice sites
randomly up toQ In50.25 ML. On the surface forQ In
50.35 ML, Cu atoms were never imaged irrespective of
tunneling condition, and In form chain structures which a
inconsistent with the 131 lattice. The work-function data
also show a significant change aboveQ In50.25 ML, which
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synchronizes with the disappearance of Cu atoms in the S
images. After the plateau forQ In50 –0.25 ML, the work
function starts to decrease at a rate comparable to those
served for the adsorption on terraces at 110 and 200
Based on these experimental facts, we suggest that the
loying transition occurs aroundQ In50.25–0.35 ML.

The stability of In atoms at various sites at the Cu~001!
surface was studied by semiempirical methods.55,56 An In
atom in a terrace substitutional site was found to be m
stable, which is in agreement with the observation of
terrace In atoms by STM, LEIS, and PAC. The total ene
of pairs of embedded In atoms was also calculated,56 which
showed that two embedded In atoms in next-near
neighbor sites are destabilized as compared with the isol
ones, in agreement with the notion that In is oversized
;30% than Cu. We suggest that the dealloying transition
driven by the destabilization of the substitutional surface
loy at high In concentrations.

Similar behavior of oversized adatoms of ansp metal on
Cu~001! has been reported for Bi/Cu~001!.57 Using surface
x-ray diffraction, it was concluded that Bi atoms substitu
surface Cu atoms below about 0.35 ML and that above
coverage the fractional Cu occupancy of the surface la
decreases rapidly with increasing Bi coverage.

The dynamics of the dealloying transition is of intere
Several possible scenarios can be supposed:~1! Cu atoms are
pushed out onto the terrace when the local coverage of
bedded In atoms exceeds a critical value, and these Cu a
diffuse on the surface to attach to steps;~2! In atoms are
pushed out onto the terrace and the resulting vacan
quickly diffuse to be filled with Cu atoms at steps in a w
similar to that proposed recently.23

E. Evolution of surface resonance and its relevance
to the geometric structure

We first discuss the mechanism of the evolution of t
surface resonance bands. The coverage dependent mea
ments atX̄ @Figs. 13~a! and 17~a!# imply that the influence of
In adsorption onto the Cu 4sp band gives rise to the surfac
bands,S1 and S18 , split off from the bulk Cu band into the
projected band gap. This leads to a picture in which
surface resonance has its origin in the 4sp band in surface
Cu layers but is modified due to the effect of In layers. F
atoms at the surface, the bonds are lost due to the exist
of the vacuum. This lack of bonding leads to the exce
charge confined at the surface, resulting in the modificat
of the potential near the surface. It is known that such surf
potential due to excess surface charge gives rise to theM̄
surface state on Cu~001!, which is due to thedx22y2 band
pushed up into the projected band gap by the surf
potential.19 When the Cu atoms at the surface make meta
bonds with In atoms, the confined electrons near the Cu
oms are spread over the interface, which lowers the sur
potential. This view is supported by the downward shift
the M̄ surface state upon In adsorption~Fig. 6!. In a similar
way, the lowering of the surface potential can also lead to
formation of interfacial state which is split off from the C
4sp band. As shown in Fig. 20, there is a projected band g
2-15
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T. NAKAGAWA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 085402 ~2002!
between thesp andd bands of Cu atX̄. The interfacial state
therefore should have a large amplitude at the In-Cu in
face, though it is not a true interface state since the band
actually disappears by coupling associated with recipro
lattice vectors in the superstructures.

Alternatively, the evolution of the surface resonance m
well be described in the language of metallic bonding
tween Cu and In. The hybridization between Cu 4sp and In
5sp states should result in the formation of interfacial sta
with bonding and antibonding characters. The shift to hig
binding energies with increasing In coverage in the s
monolayer region is ascribed to the enhanced bonding w
the number of In atoms in contact with Cu is larger. The f
that theS1 surface resonance exhibits an extensive disper
even at low coverages may suggest that the interfacial s
are not of localized, covalent bonding nature but much m
of laterally delocalized, metallic one. These two pictures
not necessarily contradict each other but may serve com
mentary descriptions of the interfacial electronic state. Fi
principles electronic structure calculations would reveal
precise character of theS1 surface resonance.

The observed variation of theS1 surface resonance as
function of coverage is quite moderate at room temperat
After it splits off from the bulk 4sp band, only a gradua
shift to higher binding energies is observed, which is th
saturated atQ In;0.65 ML. On the other hand, concomita
with the shift of theS1 resonance, the surface In atoms e
hibit remarkable structural changes at room temperature
function of coverage. Since the atomic arrangement sho
in principle be determined by electronic energies, the in

FIG. 20. Schematic representation of potential and energy ba

at the surface of~a! Cu~001! and ~b! In/Cu~001! around theX̄
symmetry point. The formation of an In-derived interface state
indicated in~b!.
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play between geometrical and electronic structure is of in
est. For the (9A232A2)R45° structure formed atQ In

50.5 ML, we have previously shown that the ‘‘9A2’’ peri-
odicity is determined by the Fermi surface nesting.2 While
the 2kF nesting would cause an incommensurate periodic
close to ‘‘3A2,’’ the interplay of the bulk electronic state
and the strongq dependence of the electron-phonon coupli
is supposed to drive the system into the long-periodic
commensurate structure atq close to 2kF/3. Upon the in-
crease of In coverage, the shape and the size of the F
surface constituted by theS1 resonance should change grad
ally. Since the electron-phonon coupling measured by
maximum band gap is rather large,D;0.5 eV, in this
system,2 the Fermi surface effect should have predominan
not only, importance in determining the surface periodic
For the systems with such strong electron-phonon coup
as the present one, the ‘‘bare’’ electronic susceptibility, d
termined by the 2kF nesting effect, is modified by the stron
q dependence of the electron-phonon matrix elements wh
represent the real-space effect such as the actual arrange
of atoms and shape of the wave functions involved. As
consequence, seemingly dissimilar surface structures wil
realized upon a slight variation of the shape of the Fe
surface. Thus we suppose that the variety of structures in
system is predominantly determined by the Fermi surf
topography.58 Clearly, this hypothesis should be verified rig
orously. In particular, the detailed information on the evo
tion of 2D Fermi surface50 together with first-principles cal-
culations should have great importance.

Surface resonance bands in general should exhibit
symmetry of the surface Brillouin zone. While a variety
long-range structures are observed in the present system
band backfolding at surface Brillouin zone boundaries is
served only in the limited cases. Our photoemission d
show that the resonance band described in the extended
scheme gives the most strong photoemission intensity.
bands defined due to the reduced zone scheme give me
able intensity when it is backfolded according to the
31) periodicity. The band backfolding according to the s
perstructure periodicities, however, is not observed with
few exceptions including that due to the (9A232A2)R45°
periodicity ~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 2!. The insensitivity of photo-
emission to the surface superstructures is addressed to
matrix-element effect in the photoemission from crystals a
should be accounted for by the photoemission struct
factor.59,60

The In-induced surface resonance bands show diffe
dispersion depending on the growth temperature, while
binding energy at theX̄ symmetry point is almost the sam
when compared at the same local coverage. As is show
Fig. 14~d!, theS1 band has dispersion similar to the Cu 4sp

band aroundX̄. Upon deposition at 300 K, In atoms ar
placed in close registry with Cu(001)-(131) lattice and
form ordered structures which are understood as periodic
modulatedc(232) lattices. Hence the dispersions measu
at 300 K are ascribed to that of the interfacial states betw
Cu(001)-(131) and the first In layer withc(232)-like lat-
tice. On the other hand, In atoms deposited at 110 K fo
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EVOLUTION OF GEOMETRIC AND ELECTRONIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 085402 ~2002!
islands with ac(3A23A2)R45° structure. An STM experi-
ment revealed that thec(3A23A2)R45° structure consists
of parallel rows of close-packed In atoms running along
@310# direction~Fig. 8!. Thus the flat dispersion observed fo
In layers at 110 K is ascribed to the highly anisotropic int
facial structure. While the binding energies at high symme
points ink space are comparable with those for the struct
ally highly matched interface formed at 300 K, the disp
sion should be affected by anisotropic, poorly matched in
face structure formed at 110 K. This might have relevance
the fact that the structures formed at 110 K are metasta
and, upon annealing, are transformed irreversibly to the s
structures as those formed by deposition at 300 K.

V. SUMMARY

We have studied the growth mode and the structure of
In/Cu~001! system at deposition temperatures from 110
300 K. Upon In deposition at 110–200 K, the first lay
grows via 2D island formation. The next layer seems to gr
in the step-flow mode. Thec(3A23A2)R45° and (5A2
35A2)R45° phases are formed successively. Upon In de
sition at 300 K, In initially forms surface alloy confine
in the topmost substrate layer. Upon further deposition
dealloying transition takes place around 0.26–0.35 M
Further In deposition results in the formation of thr
ordered phases: (9A232A2)R45°, c(434), and (A20
3A20)R63.4°1p(232). The (9A232A2)R45° and c(4
34) phases transform reversibly toc(232) andp(232),
respectively, upon heating. The (A203A20)R63.4°1p(2
o

m

a

a

c
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32) phase also transforms top(232) upon heating, but in
this case In coverage gradually decreases due to the de
tion and/or dissolution.

A small amount of In atoms is known to have a stro
surfactant effect in the Cu/Cu~001! homoepitaxial growth.61

The effect is reported to depend strongly on the temperat
which was assumed to be due to the different adsorption s
of In on Cu~001!. The present work serves a direct eviden
for the spatial distribution of In atoms on Cu~001! at differ-
ent temperatures and is believed to shed light onto the
croscopic mechanism of the surfactant effect.

We observed surface resonance bands,S1 andS18 , upon In
deposition on Cu~001! at 300 and 110 K, respectively. W
assigned these surface resonances to the In 5sp-Cu 4sp
bonding states. These interfacial states may also be un
stood as split-off bands from Cu 4sp due to the lowering of
surface potential induced by the removal of excess sur
charge by the In overlayers. The dispersion of the interfa
states is found to be different depending on the structur
the interfacial In layer.

The origin of a variety of ordered phases and transitio
between them in this simple adsorption system, ansp metal
on ansp metal surface, are quite intriguing. As one of t
transitions has recently been shown to be due to the cou
effect of the electron-phonon interaction and the Fermi s
face nesting, the role of surface electronic states in the or
ing and transitions should be pursued. The account of
problem with respect to the valence electronic structure
be reported elsewhere.50
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